“Seeking Understanding Through the Noise”

For the full year 2016 URI Capital Partners returned 27.66% after all fees and expenses compared to a
total return including dividends of 11.96% for the S&P 500. That brings the fund’s cumulative return to
92.46% after all fees and expenses since its opening 4.4 years ago in early August 2012 for annualized
returns of 16.04% after all fees since inception.
While those may be considered good results, recognize that we are investing for the long term and we
will judge ourselves over much longer periods of time. With that in mind however, I believe the
companies we own are very well positioned for the long term. They are above average companies and
we own them at below average valuations. In short, I remain optimistic about our long term
performance but cannot and will not attempt to prognosticate how we will perform in the short term.
(Note: as those invested in J19 Capital Partners already know, this fund focused on a concentrated
selection of TARP warrants returned 46.27% after all fees in 2016).

Why URI Capital Partners?
It is a common theme in many current business books to find the “Why?” of what you are doing. While
more comfortable with newspapers, company reports and books about the past rather than the future, I
thought it would be worthwhile to discuss the “why” of this fund to ensure we remain on the same
path.
While our business is that of investing, the purpose behind the effort is to bring future goals, dreams
and ambitions into the realm of attainable. Many, though not all, of our goals, dreams and ambitions
require time and resources (money). And, for better or worse, time and money are inextricably
linked. We first need the freedom (the time) and then we need the resources to accomplish our
dreams. The dream may simply be the freedom of unencumbered, unscheduled time or it may also
include new adventures from funding college, to climbing mountains (I much prefer to ride up and ski
down but to each their own) or helping bring solutions to some of the world’s greatest unmet needs. All
these aspirations require some combination of time and resources, so our small part in these
adventures is to help bring greater resources to your down the road efforts.
The above could be thought of as the “why” for investing generally but I want to take one further step
for the “why” of URI Capital Partners: We aim to provide above average long term returns because,
particularly over longer periods of time, a little outperformance goes a long, long way. It is possible I will

end up having run a treadmill where I work strenuously only to equal the results of the broader market
and other investors. While not at all damaging, it would at a minimum be tiring (for me at least).
But consider the chart below with a range of annualized returns laid out over increasing periods of time
invested. The market has averaged (not in a straight line for sure) about 8% over long periods of time
(given lower rates and full to fair broader market valuations a more reasonable expectation might be a
range of 5% to 8%) and, this 8% as you can see, brings very attractive results for those with the patience
and persistence to stay for the long haul. But this chart also shows the dramatic effects that
outperformance can have for investors and that remains the second “why”, the why of URI Capital
Partners. We hope to do a little better over the long term and make each of your goals and ambitions a
little larger.
The chart immediately below represents the end results of a $1 million initial investment over varying
periods of time and return levels: we favor a long life and high returns knowing neither are guaranteed.
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Some have also asked why I personally choose to work so hard towards achieving long term success at
URI Capital Partners. Let me give two reasons along with a current situation that underlies the
“why”. First, the two reasons: (1) URI Capital Partners matters to me financially and (2) I like the long
run competitive game of investing well. The brief discussion of Bank of America below and the longer
form discussion at the end of this letter describe in tangible form the putting into practice of our
defining characteristics:

Seeking Understanding Through the Noise:
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Perspective that moves past the noise of the day
Patience to think and invest with a long horizon





Temperament to withstand emotions and volatility
Passion for deep intensive research
Conviction to our best ideas

Price Versus Value: A Representative Example
Bank of America provides a timely example of the opportunities we hunt for in seeking above average
returns over the long term. We have long studied, owned and discussed the large banks and the unique
investment opportunity they have posed since the crisis. We have owned both JP Morgan and Bank of
America in significant size since inception and continue to own them both in size today.
Bank of America started the year trading at $16.83 and ended the year at $22.10. But what a volatile
ride the year was underneath the surface. In fact, the low point for Bank of America was a price of
$11.16 reached on February 11th. Before rebounding to around $15 per share it came right back down
to close at $12.18 on June 27th. These prices imply that the business of Bank of America was WORTH
half of what is WORTH today. Well, that is malarkey. Ben Graham first wrote about his now famous Mr.
Market moniker in the 1940s but the allegory continues to hold actionable investing wisdom today. Mr.
Market ascribed wildly different prices to Bank of America with apparent disregard to the value of Bank
of America.
So what did that mean for us? Well, it meant our results were volatile, due in no small part to Bank of
America’s price performance. But the real value for us came in those low prices when Mr. Market was
up to his eyes in pessimism (Brexit, low rates, regulations, subpar returns, lower and lower stock prices,
etc.). We materially added to our position in Bank of America in the first seven months of 2016 and it is
now our second largest holding behind JP Morgan (if you combine our common shares and warrants for
JP Morgan). The “pain” of significant price declines early in the year planted the seeds for future gains
as we were able to materially increase our position through the year during these times of great
pessimism. Price departed far from value and we took advantage. The byline of our Bank of America
investment summary written in June of 2016 began with: “Bank of America at $13 defies logic...”
Meanwhile, amidst all that stock price volatility, the tangible book value per share and book value per
share (the fuel from which Bank of America can create earnings, returns and value) methodically moved
higher throughout the year. A more complete summary of the opportunity with Bank of America written
in June of 2016 is included at the end of this letter. I have also included a few representative questions
and my responses that came after other fund managers and investors reviewed the summary. (Note
that the questions and answers were more casual in their writing than a more carefully edited
investment summary or letter.) Both the summary and the responses to questions should paint a
decent picture of the value I see in Bank of America. In short, I believe Bank of America is WORTH,
today, around $24 per share. And I believe further it should be WORTH more than $30 per share in the
coming years.
Similar stories could be told for many of our holdings, including our position in the JP Morgan TARP
warrants. These warrants saw even more price volatility than Bank of America and, just as with Bank of
America, we were fortunate to increase our position in these TARP warrants, and JP Morgan common
shares, during periods of significant weakness.

Fee Reduction
During the year, I decided to initiate a fee reduction for the fund and a copy of what I sent summarizing
the how and why is immediately below. This fee reduction was formalized by revising our official fund
documents. Since then, and by way of update, we exceeded the $8.5 million mark in October and thus
are in the early days of realizing the benefits from this reduced management fee.
Partners:
I have decided to arrange for a lower long term management fee for URI Capital Partners in a
way that builds on wanting to create a long term partnership mentality for the fund. Once the
fund exceeds $8.5 million, I am lowering the monthly management fee by 1/3 for dollars above
$8.5 million with the benefits of those lower fee dollars being averaged across the entire fund,
for every investor. In this way, as the fund grows, we all will benefit and further solidify the long
term building of a partnership mentality. While the impact will not be dramatic in the early
stages of growth beyond $8.5 million, as the funds grows in size, the management fee will
continue to come down as a percentage of assets, thereby improving our long term net returns.
And while it may seem out of the ordinary to preemptively start the process of lowering fees, I
have strived to build a fund that is differentiated and I believe this is another step in that
direction. This has always been about my passion for helping others reach their life goals by
investing well for the long term and this enables us all to incrementally benefit as the fund
grows.
After meeting with many large prospective investors in recent months I have been constantly
reminded of the high quality nature of you, my current partners. Bringing in more partners like
you will help the fund bolster its mission to garner above average returns over the long
term. We are nearing this $8.5 million mark in fund size and I am hopeful we will push through it
soon and move well beyond it as time passes.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask. And if there are any like-minded
potential investors you come across who want to take a longer term perspective to investing
well, let me know and I will be happy to meet with them.
Thank you again for your support and thoughtfulness.
All the best,
Brian

As we look forward to 2017 and beyond, please know that while I believe this investment vehicle can be
used to great ends and will help each of us achieve some of our financial goals and life dreams, it must
be put in its proper place. It will not hug and it will not love you. We can achieve financial success
together but it will be a hollow victory without the more important things that bring true purpose and
meaning to our days.
Finally, thank you all for your belief in what we are working to accomplish. I take the responsibility of
stewarding your investment very seriously. To paraphrase from the Book of Luke 12:48: “To Whom
Much is Given, Much Is Expected”. That should hold true for all of us both personally and professionally
and it certainly does for me.
Our perspective is long and enduring. And our future is bright.

Warmest Regards,
Brian Pitkin
URI Capital Management, LLC

Important Disclaimers:
The performance listed above is being provided to you for informational and discussion purposes only. Actual returns
are specific to each investor.
This report is being provided to you for informational and discussion purposes only. This report is not intended for
public use or distribution. The information contained herein is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced or used
in whole or in part for any other purpose.
In considering any performance data contained in this report, you should bear in mind that past or targeted
performance is not indicative of future results and there can be no assurance that the fund will not sustain material
losses. Nothing in this report should be deemed to be a prediction or projection of future performance.
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Bank of America – A Coiled Spring
June 2016

Bank of America is a coiled spring of profitability and value creation with a stock price poised to
more than double in the coming years. So what has caused today’s extreme pessimism, with
the company trading for a fraction of book value and even well below tangible book value? And
what are the sources of our long term optimism?
Bank of America has been wracked with subpar profitability, declining revenues and bloated
expenses since the financial crisis. In fact, they have charged off over $200 billion in the last six
years from crisis related legacy costs. But even against these massive charge offs, they have
still grown tangible book value per share by 40% over those six years portending much stronger
value creation now that headwinds are abating.

These crisis era losses along with the revenue pressures associated with persistently low
interest rates have caused tremendous investor fatigue and blinded many to the earnings power
that exists within the company. Investor apathy has also blinded many to the remarkable
changes in its business and balance sheet which have dramatically enhanced the strength and
durability of the company, while significantly reducing its risk profile.

Before diving deeper into the earnings power of Bank of America, consider the scale of change
in the capital and liquidity levels at the bank. Capital levels have more than doubled as a
percentage of assets since before the crisis and liquidity now stands above $525 billion, which
is 25% of total assets. These historically high levels of both capital and liquidity serve as a
strong foundation and allow for the bank to withstand even the most severe economic crises.
It is also crucial to recognize the health and durability of the banking system beyond just Bank of
America. As the crisis laid bare, problems in one institution can quickly infect others. But the
story of Bank of America has played itself out across the banking system. Capital levels system
wide are at their highest levels since the 1930s. And system wide liquidity is at levels never
seen before. One data point highlights the massive change in liquidity across the financial
system. First, note that large banks hold much of their cash at the Fed. Before the crisis, the
banking system as a whole would hold about $50 billion in cash on deposit at the Fed on any
given day. Today, the banking system holds roughly $2.5 trillion on deposit at the Fed on any
given day. That is an astonishing high level of liquidity and a sea change from before the crisis.
Additionally, there is essentially no short term wholesale funding in the banking system today, a
dramatic departure from a very risky form of financing.
To further solidify their strong foundations, all the major banks including Bank of America have
simplified their businesses with a return to the more traditional forms of banking moving away
from much of the risky activities and financings that contributed to the crisis.
Each year the Fed conducts an annual stress putting the large banks through a hypothetical
multi year economic crisis to ensure they have sufficient capital and liquidity to withstand such
an event. The tests are draconian to say the least and much worse than our recent crisis
including GDP declines above 6%, unemployment above 10%, home price declines in excess of
25% and stock market declines approaching 60%, amongst other factors. Impressively, Bank of
America has capital that covers more than 8x its annualized losses in such a depression-like
economic environment.

It is hard to overstate how much stronger and more durable the banking system and Bank of
America have become since the crisis.

So lets now consider the earnings power of Bank of America. To begin, the company’s medium
term target of a 1% return on assets which corresponds to a 12% return on tangible common
equity would yield roughly $2 per share of earnings. A historically reasonable 12x multiple of
this $2 per share would yield a share price of roughly $24, well above current levels of $13. But
this is really just the beginning of the bank returning to more normalized earnings and
normalized valuations.
It is constructive to think about how far Bank of America has gone just getting to its still subpar
results in 2015. Earnings have been low and erratic in recent years which have certainly
contributed to investor fatigue and frustration, but we can start to see the early green shoots of
normalization in 2015. Much of the earnings pain has come from the crisis era charges we
discussed earlier and those charges are now largely behind the company which will enable
more of its earnings power to shine through.

The company has also experienced revenue pressures from persistently low interest rates and
a generally anemic banking environment, which has further contributed to frustratingly low
earnings. Roughly half of the bank’s revenue comes from net interest income which is the
spread between what they pay for deposits and other funding sources and what they charge
borrowers. Net interest income has consistently declined in recent years both from low rates
and a repositioning of the balance sheet towards more cash and short term, liquid investments.
This repositioning reduces the company’s risk profile while also providing for much higher
revenue as interest rates rise to more normal levels, with the greatest impact coming from
increases in at the shorter end of the rate structure.
Against all these revenue pressures, Bank of America has been hard at work drastically
reducing its expense base which positions the company as a coiled spring of profitability as it
returns to revenue growth. The company has already taken over $15 billion in costs out of the
business in the last four years with more to come. There is tremendous and largely
underappreciated operating leverage inside the bank and this will become clearly evident as the

smaller base of operating expenses and higher revenue lead to much great earnings power
than what is being shown today.

As just one example of the bank’s operating leverage, a 100 basis point parallel shift in the
interest rate yield curve would yield incremental net interest income of $6 billion in the first 12
months alone, with greater impacts thereafter. This incremental revenue carries essentially no
incremental costs other than taxes so roughly $4 billion would fall to the bottom line.

But a rise in rates is not needed for the investment to work. Bank of America today trades for
roughly 60% of book value whereas through time banks have often traded for as much as 2x
book value. While higher levels or capital and liquidity will bring down returns from pre crisis
levels, a multiple of 1.5x book value is more than reasonable as earnings return to more normal
levels. It should also be noted Bank of America today trades below even tangible book value.
And both book value and tangible book value have grown in the recent challenging years and
these sources of underlying value are poised to grow even faster moving forward.

While we believe more is possible, if we just assume Bank of America grows tangible book
value per share at the same 8% it did in 2015 we can see tangible book value per share
approaching $20 at the end of 2018. Applying a medium term target return of 12% would bring
earnings of $2.40 and a 12x multiple would yield a share price of roughly $29. But if rates rise
modestly and the economic environment continues to slowly improve, it is not at all
unreasonable to consider a 14% return on tangible equity. This is still well below historic levels
and on par with what some of Bank of America’s large bank brethren are posting today. This
would yield 2018 earnings of $2.80 per share and that same 12x multiple would bring a share
price just over $33. This $33 stock price would also correspond to about 1.6x tangible book
value per share, again below historic levels.
With Bank of America trading near $13 and value in the coming years exceeding $30 it is clear
that substantial upside exists with our investment in Bank of America. More importantly
however, we are investing with incredible margins of safety paying fractions of book value for a
business set upon an incredibly strong and durable balance sheet.
Now, lets be sure we do not lose the forest for the trees. Bank of America has one of the
largest and lowest cost deposit franchises in the world and a low cost deposit franchise is a
clear differentiator in banking and lending over the long term. Bank of America has global scale
and global reach. Bank of America has dominant franchises in Merrill Lynch and US Trust.
Bank of America has an undeniably strong balance sheet with much more earnings power in
front of it than behind it. And we are buying this coiled spring for fractions of book value.
Many investors have continued to avoid the large money center banks and their valuations
reflect such avoidance, with Bank of America even more so than the others. Do these low
valuations reflect the turbulences of yesterday, or tomorrow? I would argue rear view mirror
assessment on the headline inducing challenges facing Bank of America is too prevalent and
does not properly account for the earnings power of the franchise.

Who’s Playing the Long Game?
What dynamics can give rise to the above average return potential we see? Our driving
advantage is an ability to look years rather than quarters into the future. Many view the banks
as stuck in a low activity, hyper regulated, hyper litigated, ultra-low rate environment. And while
that certainly holds true today, we must ask what the longer term holds. Is it reasonable to
assume when thinking out three to five years or even longer that many of the headwinds in the
business will abate and that there may actually be tailwinds in parts of the business? Will the
banking business be forever stuck in low gear?
Most choose not to look this far forward and remain stuck in what the business has been in
recent years since the financial crisis. This creates our opportunity.
I do not expect a return to the 30+% returns on equity that were generated by many large
financial institutions but I also find it reasonable to consider that the management teams and
shareholders will demand higher levels of returns than are being posted today. An improving

environment may come to the collective aid and forestall dramatic changes to the business, but
over time, shareholders will demand appropriate levels of return so either the environment or
the business will have to change.
What remains in any range of scenarios is a foundation of value in a strong deposit franchise
that generates ultra-low cost and highly competitive funding (a must for long term success in the
banking business), substantially higher levels of capital and liquidity and franchises that have
historically proven to generate substantial earnings. It is impossible to know when those factors
will coalesce into higher stock prices but I don’t find it reasonable to believe that Bank of
America will trade substantially below book value forever. It does however take a willingness to
look beyond the next few quarters to see this greater value.
There are many paths to determining a fair price for Bank of America and none can be done
with perfect precision so we will speak to a number of different methods and outcomes. But all
of the valuation scenarios allow for a wide margin of safety with significant upside given today’s
$13 price.
And while Bank of America has significant earnings power, those earnings will be lumpy and
thus difficult for more short sighted investors. For those with a long term perspective however,
the opportunity to buy Bank of America at today’s prices remains highly compelling.

Bank of America: World Class Franchise. Significantly Discounted Valuation.
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What Matters in Banking?

While there are countless variables in the banking business, we will touch on a few that will
have outsized impact in long term value creation: deposits, scale, reach and diversity. We will
also touch on the recurring aspect of most bank revenues which provides underappreciated
stability in revenues while also discussing the sea change in capital and liquidity levels
throughout the banking system which now provide an undeniably strong foundation to invest
upon. We will also touch on a couple risks to pay particular attention to in this low rate, low
growth environment.

Deposits
Deposits are a key fuel source for value creation in banking.
Deposits show up, appropriately, on the liability side of a bank’s balance sheet. In contrast to
their accounting however, the business reality is that a low cost deposit franchise is a bank’s
single greatest asset, not a liability. It is a liability in the accounting sense but a tremendous
asset when it comes to franchise value.
The cost and stability of funding is the most significant long run differentiator in the banking
business. No other funding source comes close to the long run advantages of having a low cost
and stable deposit franchise. It is often stated (most recently in a Wall Street Journal article
about Goldman Sachs’ new forays into traditional banking) that online lenders “can” give
consumers higher deposit rates because they lack the costs associated with a branch banking
system. This is a total misrepresentation of what it means to have a high cost versus a low cost
deposit franchise. Those that provide higher deposit rates do so because they have to in order
to attract deposits. High deposit rates are a sign of deposit franchise weakness, not strength.
And being able to attract and grow deposits while paying essentially nothing is a sign of great
franchise strength.
Using Bank of America as an example, their deposits have increased $225 billion, or 23%, since
2009. That growth in deposits alone would have been the seventh largest deposit franchise in
the United States. And even more importantly, all those deposits have been attracted while the
cost of those deposits have come down to just 0.07%, a sure sign of the deposit gathering
strength of Bank of America. Similar stories could be told for JP Morgan and Wells Fargo, two
other large banks with best in class deposit franchises that have grown dramatically in recent
years even while offering less to attract such deposits.
In a world of near zero interest rates, the value of best in class deposit franchises is not “seen”
in reported results or bank valuations. With rates low across the spectrum and financing
markets highly accommodative, investors are blinded to the intrinsic value of strong deposit
franchises. But just because their value is not “seen” today does not mean that the value is not

there. There is substantial long term intrinsic value in the best deposit franchises and, in time,
this value will regain appearance in the minds of investors.

Scale
Scale brings significant unit cost advantages to banking. Scale brings the resources needed to
fully accommodate the costs and complexities of technological and regulatory change. And
regulation, over the long run, tends to favor scale and incumbency, even if that is the opposite of
its original intent. By elevating the basic cost structure needed to operate and compete,
regulation creates wider barriers to entry.
Who today can either start from scratch or combine existing businesses to form a new national
or global banking giant? I would argue this cannot and will not happen for the foreseeable
future. The largest franchises operating globally, even nationally, are protected by collective
aversion to any new forms of bigness. In fact, the universe of globally capable banking
franchises keeps getting smaller year by year. Formerly global giants are retracting towards
home and pulling back from many of the products and services needed to fully satisfy a large
multinational client. The universe of banks able to service global businesses across products
and services has shrunk to a very small number creating a distinct long term advantage for
those who remain.
It is also increasingly costly to be relevant to consumers and corporate clients, particularly from
a technology perspective. The cost to compete for ease of use when it comes to consumer or
commercial banking has risen dramatically in recent years. Consumers demand seamless
technology that allows for in branch and branchless banking including full mobile banking
services such as deposits and money transfers. Corporate technological demands are even
greater. Only the largest banks have the scale and resources to drive better banking
experience through technology. It is no accident that the largest banks have grown in size and
market share in recent years. They have the scale and resources to meet experience
expectations while doing so with unit costs that do not forsake profitability.
And we must not forget that the importance of scale must rest on a foundation of low cost
deposits. It matters who holds the money. And holding money via deposits provides the lowest
cost, most stable form of funding, which ultimately is the great differentiator in banking. Much of
the rest including technological and business process advances can be replicated by those with
sufficient scale and resources, but it is nearly impossible to recreate a best in class deposit
franchise.

Reach
As economies and businesses continue to globalize, there will be increasing competitive
advantages to offering a full suite of products, services and geographies served.

If a multinational company wants to move money, store money, raise capital, manage risk and
execute M&A across every major market in the world in every major currency around the world
and wants to do it all with one bank, there are less than a handful of financial institutions that
can serve those needs. Having that full suite of capabilities has become a distinct competitive
advantage even if the subpar banking environment blinds us to that substantial underlying
value. The universe of banks that can fully service those multinational clients has shrunk
significantly since the crisis and continues to shrink as more and more global banks further
retrench from certain products, services and geographies. The powerful competitive positioning
of those who have maintained and grown their franchise is not readily apparent today given
headwinds faced in the banking business but the power of these globally dominant franchises
will ultimately shine through.
Now consider the small to midsized manufacturer who has a lending need. It would not be
uncommon for as many as twenty lenders to be able to service that business ranging from a
one branch community bank all the way to the local branch of a large money center bank with
every iteration in between including credit unions, local banks and regional banks. Many bank
executives have gone on record to say that a middle market loan is not a profitable loan unless
it is packaged with a range of other services a customer may need. Part of the lack of
attractiveness in that market stems from the low level of interest rates but much of the challenge
also lies in the enormous number of potential lenders vying for a largely commoditized loan. To
earn proper returns, a full suite of products and services must be provided to the middle market.
And in much the same way, a retail consumer is much more profitable and also more likely to
remain a client when an institution serves their checking account, savings account, credit cards,
mortgage, investment advisory and maybe even their small business banking needs.
Great reach and scale bring the resources needed to stay at the forefront of bringing to bear all
the technology and services small and large customers will increasingly demand. How can a
one branch bank or even a large local bank keep pace over the longer term with the scale of
dollars being spent on payments technologies, new state of the art ATMs, mobile banking,
mobile deposits, digital banking, increased cybersecurity, increased controls, branch
refurbishing, and all the new offerings that we have not even considered today? Scale matters
for cost competitiveness and for keeping pace with business, technological and regulatory
change. And a full breadth of products, services and geographies brings further competitive
advantages in a world where many financial institutions are pulling back.

Diversity
Large banks are more diverse and more stable than appreciated.
An underappreciated benefit to a global banking business is the diversification that comes from
providing a wide range of products and services to a wide range of customers and industries
across a broad dispersion of geographies. A large money center bank should not carry undue
exposure to any one industry or to any one geography. Large, deposit based franchises are
better able to withstand geographic or industry specific challenges than those lenders with

outsized concentration towards a city, town, state or region or any particular industry that will
inevitably face their own economic cycle. Large banks also have exposure to a wide range of
fee based businesses that ebb and flow at different times, and much of this fee based revenue
is recurring in nature.

Stable, Recurring Revenues
Large bank revenues are more diverse and more stable than appreciated.
JP Morgan detailed an analysis of its fee based revenues in recent years showing how
remarkably stable this more “volatile” half of its revenue has been. The net interest income half
of their business has long been thought of, correctly, as very stable.
But there is
underappreciated stability in the fee based revenue streams that are often thought of as highly
volatile. The Q&A portion of any large bank earnings call or conference presentation always
runs into an often market moving discussion about the quarter’s trading revenue. There is an
unhealthy obsession with FICC trading revenue that stands in contrast to the generally stable
results of fee revenue in aggregate.
The large amount of fee based revenue (roughly 50% of revenue on average) adds to the
stability of both revenue and underlying returns for the large banks. These fees include account
fees, lending and deposit fees, credit card fees, treasury management fees, asset management
fees, mortgage fees, investment banking fees, and trading revenue amongst many other fee
sources. This inherent stability has been masked by the significant legal and crisis era charges
that have marred banking results in recent years but will be increasingly apparent as results
normalize.

Capital and Liquidity
As described above, it is hard to understate the dramatic change that has occurred with bank
balance sheets. Capital levels are at their highest levels since the 1930s and liquidity levels are
at levels never seen before.
These substantially higher levels of capital and liquidity across the banking system create a
strong foundation for investment and provide a wide margin of safety against the inevitable
unforeseen economic and financial disruptions.
In many cases, liquid assets comprise as much of 25% of total assets. Combining these
enormous levels of liquidity with essentially no short term wholesale funding removes much of
the shorter term liquidity risk that caused much of the initial disruptions of the financial crisis.
We have moved from a system that required new funding nearly every single night to a system
where the banking system has sufficient liquidity to last for years without any new funding.
It is hard to overstate how much more durable the large banks and the banking system have
become in recent years.

Asset Sensitivity
The low rate environment has caused tremendous challenges for all banks. Revenue, earnings
and returns have been under constant pressure from prevailing low rates.
The important question at this point is how has each individual bank reacted to these
pressures? Have they extended duration risk in order to increase earnings or have they
maintained asset sensitivity so as to not take undue interest rate risk? From our perspective,
the only course of action is to lessen the risk to rising rates even while that hampers earnings
and returns in the present.
Most banks report their asset sensitivity on a quarterly basis and, while overly simplified and
laden with assumptions, these disclosures present important information about the tolerance for
interest rate risk. We, as long term investors, are willing to endure lesser results today in order
to reduce generationally high interest rate risk while also being positioned for much stronger
results as rates begin to normalize. In just one example, Bank of America’s net interest income
would increase by $6 billion if rates across the curve were to increase by 100 basis points, with
most of that positive impact coming from the short end of the curve. This incremental net
interest income carries essentially no incremental cost other than taxes, providing an example
of the significant operating leverage that exists inside most banks. As our title implies, Bank of
America is a coiled spring of profitability for those willing to take a longer term perspective.

Credit Box
The highly challenging banking environment has caused many lenders to reach for yield by
adding duration creating risk described in the Asset Sensitivity section. But lenders have also
reached for yield and growth by expanding their credit box, or the credit parameters and risks
they are willing to take in making new loans.
A tough interest rate, banking and general economic environment has created pressure to find
growth and earnings. The best course of action however is to accept the environment for what
it is, recognizing the lower level of earnings that implies. It is far better to not reach for greater
earnings by putting the institution at significant duration and/or credit risk.
Shareholder pressure is strong so it is imperative to carry heightened sensitivity to these risks
given the difficult environment by monitoring credit disclosures throughout company filings and
executive presentations. It is particularly important to be mindful of those lenders that are not
heavily scrutinized by strong third party groups, including regulators. In a low rate, low growth
world it is those banks posting superior growth that should raise alarm bells.

The Business of Bank of America

Bank of America is one of the leading global financial services firms with businesses including
Consumer and Business Banking, Global Wealth and Investment Management, Global Banking,
Global Markets and Consumer Real Estate Services. Bank of America has been a large holding
since URI Capital Partners opened in August 2012 and continues to be a large holding today.
Bank of America has risen in price from around $8 at our initial purchase to roughly $13 today.
As described earlier, at medium term target return levels, Bank of America has near term
earnings power of $2 per share which, at a 12x valuation, would yield a share price of $24. This
current estimate of intrinsic value is markedly higher than the current share price and provides
strong return potential with a wide margin of safety.
Historically high levels of capital and liquidity add further to our margin of safety. It is important
not just to create value through the earnings power of the franchise but also to protect the
franchise with strong levels of capital and liquidity. The balance sheet of Bank of America has
undergone a radical transformation since its acquisition of Merrill Lynch. Since that acquisition,
the bank’s liquidity has more than doubled to $525 billion while the total value of the balance
sheet has shrunk from $2.7 trillion to $2.2 trillion. Also since the acquisition, tangible common
equity has more than doubled from $70 billion to $167 billion. These substantially bolstered
levels of capital and liquidity serve to protect the Bank of America franchise.
This summary also describes tangible book value per share approaching $20 by 2018 (roughly
8% annualized growth). The Company’s medium term return targets of a 1% return on assets
equates to a return on tangible equity around 12%. Moving towards 2018 and making a few
reasonable assumptions shared by management, we can see returns on tangible equity moving
to 14%. This would imply 2018 earnings power of $2.75. Valuing 2018 earnings power at 12x
which would yield a share price of $33. Thought of in a different way, it is not out of line with
historic norms for a bank to trade at or above 2x tangible book value which would imply a share
price above $39 in 2018.
Note: It is actually not out of line for banks to trade at or above 2x book value
rather than tangible book value. In fact, Bank of America’s average price to book
value from 1996 to 2007 (12 years before the financial crisis) was roughly 2.2x.
We however will discuss tangible book most often for purposes of conservatism.
Part of the reason to use tangible book for purposes of valuation today beyond
conservatism is that current regulatory constraints on leverage, and thus the
ability to generate higher returns on equity, are tied to measures more closely
aligned with tangible book value.
For now, and with the above metrics in mind, let’s use $33 as our 2019 target valuation. With
the stock recently trading around $13, a medium term valuation of $33 allows for a more than
doubling of your money over the next three years.

Most of the major banks, including Bank of America, remain much maligned by the investing
public thus allowing for the possibility of these strong future returns.

How is Value Created?
There are two primary sources of revenue for Bank of America: fee income and net interest
income. Fee income includes lending and deposit related fees, investment banking fees, asset
management fees, card fees and market making fees, amongst others. Net interest income is
simply the spread revenue generated from lending money at higher rates than what BAC pays
for that money (largely in the form of deposits but also short and longer term borrowings and
equity capital). Net interest income (traditional banking) comprised roughly 48% of total
revenue in 2015 while fee income represented the other 52% (by way of comparison, in 2015
Wells Fargo’s net interest income was 53% of revenue while fee income was 47% of revenue).
Bank of America operates across five main businesses: Consumer and Business Banking,
Global Wealth and Investment Management, Global Banking, Global Markets, and Consumer
Real Estate Services.
Consumer and Business Banking provides banking, credit and investment products and
services to consumers and small and medium sized businesses. In more general terms, this is
your neighborhood bank with a national footprint. Global Wealth and Investment Management
predominately comprises the Merrill Lynch Global Wealth Management and US Trust
businesses, both first class advisory and wealth management businesses. Global Banking
provides a global platform of banking and investment banking services to large multinational
firms. Global Markets provides sales and trading services to institutional clients across all asset
classes. Consumer Real Estate Services comprises the mortgage related businesses of the
bank including mortgage servicing and legacy exposures.

How is Value Protected?
Beyond an ability to generate earnings, a bank must protect its franchise from unforeseen
events. Strong capital and liquidity serve to protect a bank in difficult times.
The capital and liquidity levels of the broader financial system certainly did not allow for prudent
risk management leading up to the financial crisis. And the relative short term rearview of many
investors has caused that pain from the crisis to be an ever present dynamic in their views on
financial institutions and their value as productive long term investments.
The reality of today however paints a very different picture than those days leading up to the
financial crisis. The banking system is better capitalized and more liquid than it has been in the
past 60 years. Relating to capital levels, the average amount of equity to assets across the
entire banking systems is at the highest levels since the 1930s.

In addition to historically strong capital levels, the banking system is also incredibly liquid. At
the end of 2007, the banking system had $6.7 trillion of deposits, $6.8 trillion of loans and
roughly $21 billion on deposit at the Fed. Today, the banking system has $10 trillion of
deposits, $7.6 trillion of loans and $2.6 trillion on deposit at the Fed. Bank balance sheets are
incredibly liquid and in many ways substantially underutilized.
While the above figures paint a strong story in regards to the capital levels and liquidity of the
banking system, this summary is specifically about Bank of America. The broader banking
system remains important however as weaknesses can transmit through the banking system
from the bad apples to the good apples in certain adverse circumstances.
Bank of America itself has experienced dramatic growth in its capital levels and liquidity in
recent years just as with the banking system broadly. As described earlier, since the acquisition
of Merrill Lynch, tangible common equity has more than doubled from $70 billion to over $167
billion today while the total balance has shrunk from $2.7 trillion to $2.2 trillion over that same
period of time.
Additionally, global excess liquidity has roughly doubled since the Merrill Lynch acquisition. The
company has $525 billion in global excess liquidity moving its time to required funding to 36
months. This $525 billion comprises safe and highly liquid assets should the company need
cash in a crisis situation while time to required funding indicates the number of months the
parent company can continue to meet its unsecured obligations using only its global excess
liquidity, without issuing any new debt or accessing any additional liquidity sources. That is an
incredibly large amount of liquidity relative to the total size of the balance sheet and, when
combined with the higher capital levels of the company, bolsters the fortress balance sheet to
withstand times of great financial stress.
While this topic will be covered in greater detail when talking about the earnings power of the
business, part of this liquidity is in place to manage the asset sensitivity of the company. The
asset base of the company is short in duration so as to not take undue interest rate risk. In fact,
the company is positively levered to rising rates and has purposely not taken on as many longer
term assets as it would in a more normalized rate environment. Another way of saying the
same thing is that Bank of America is intentionally making less money today so as not to be
exposed to the risk of higher rates.
In an attempt to measure a bank’s ability to withstand severe economic downturns, the Federal
Reserve conducts annual stress tests. These tests comprise depression like scenarios (GDP
declines over 6%, unemployment above 10%, equity market declines near 60% and home price
declines of almost 26%). The Federal Reserve’s stress test results were just released and in
the dire scenario painted, Bank of America maintained a Basel III Tier I Common Equity Ratio of
7.8% at its minimum point which is well above required minimum ratios. Tier I leverage ratios
also exceeded required minimums by a healthy margin in the severely adverse scenario.
Additional stress test information is contained in Appendix A.
In short, Bank of America has substantially more capital per dollar of assets along with
significant amounts of available liquidity which serve to protect the franchise in even the most

dire scenarios. All of this enhanced capital and liquidity has caused many to believe that the
large banks including Bank of America are now too safe to grow in any material way. They
would argue they have regulated into utility-like businesses. Such an argument about the
enhanced levels of risk management that pervade these companies including Bank of America
is entirely correct. The enhanced risk management does not in and of itself preclude growth
however. And valuation questions are raised if the large banks are truly becoming more “utility”
like.

Earnings Power Well Above Current Levels
It is clear Bank of America’s earnings power is well above current levels. Even against the
substantial progress that has been made up to and including in 2015, returns remain far below
even highly conservative assessments of normalized returns. Headwinds abound. And while
rates are the most significant and most discussed headwind, they are just one of many.
Bank of America earned roughly $16 billion in 2015, which was a substantial improvement over
recent years. This equates to a return on tangible common equity of just over 9%. While
moving in the right direction, this is clearly not acceptable in the eyes of management or
shareholders.
The Company has a medium term return target of 1% return on assets which corresponds to a
roughly 12% return on tangible common equity. This would also equate to the $2 per share of
current earnings power that we have discussed. But even a 12% return on tangible equity is not
what we would consider normalized. We can anticipate, as we move closer to a normalized
environment, that 14% returns on tangible equity are achievable and, when combined with
continued growth in tangible book value per share, will drive higher earnings per share. We
should also bear in mind that 14% returns on tangible equity remain well below historic levels
(recognizing the substantial increases in capital and liquidity levels) and still below many peers.
The current lower rates of return paint a picture of a very challenging environment for the
banking business. There are significant headwinds in nearly all aspects of its business. Think
first about their mortgage business. Beyond the legacy issues we have discussed, the
mortgage business has been near cyclical lows for some time with the housing market and in
particular the home mortgage business still struggling with historically low volumes. The Global
Markets business is also operating at cyclically low levels with particular pressure in the trading
business.
These however are not nearly the biggest challenge Bank of America and other banks are
facing today. As described earlier, roughly half of Bank of America’s revenue comes from net
interest income. Generating net interest income is a spread business and the spread of what
BAC pays for its money relative to the rate at which it lends (called net interest margin, or NIM
for short) is at historic lows. This holds true for all banks; not just Bank of America, but it is
certainly painful for Bank of America. With half of their revenue generating subpar returns, it is
difficult to post the returns management and investors expect. To paint just one example of how

rates can act like a coiled spring for a bank with a large and strong deposit (ie. low cost)
franchise, we can look to their disclosures on their interest rate sensitivity. As of Q1 2016, a
100 basis point parallel shift in the interest rate curve (long and short rates going up by 1%)
would yield $6 billion in additional net interest income. There would be little to no incremental
expense associated with this higher level of revenue and thus the after tax benefit would be
around $4 billion. To put such a move in perspective, short rates moving from near zero to
around 1% would still leave them well below historic norms. And using the 10 year Treasury as
a proxy for longer rates, a move from well below 2% to still well below 3% would still leave long
term rates well below historic norms as well.
Before moving on, I want to talk briefly about the value of strong deposit
franchises. Banks funded by low cost deposits have a distinct cost advantage to
those institutions funded by other means. Deposits tend to be low cost and very
sticky in relation to other short and long term sources of funding. In today’s low
rate environment, this funding advantage is masked by the relative low cost of
funding across the spectrum. As rates rise, the real value of a low cost deposit
franchise will shine through. In effect, the most important advantage of
successful deposit gathering franchises is covered up or not seen in today’s
environment. The enduring long term competitive advantage of a strong deposit
franchise still exists, even if it cannot be “seen” as well today.
We can think about the bank’s interest rate sensitivity (often called asset sensitivity) in another
way. We talked above about the enormous liquidity that Bank of America has built in recent
years. Beyond the purpose of providing a buffer against a liquidity crisis, the large amounts of
liquidity is also serving to manage the bank’s interest rate exposure. Much of the liquidity is low
duration and thus earning low rates of return. The bank has intentionally invested in low rates of
return to not take the significant risk of loss if and when rates rise from today’s historically low
levels. They could be investing in longer dated, higher current returning assets but have chosen
not to take the associated risk of higher losses with those assets as rates rise. Put more simply,
Bank of America is purposefully making less money today by maintaining their strong asset
sensitivity.
As this example illustrates, Bank of America is positively levered to higher interest rates. The
example also understates the longer term impact of a more normalized rate environment. As
mentioned, this 100 basis point parallel shift example still leaves rates well below historic norms.
While not discussed as often as with other businesses, there is tremendous operating leverage
inside a bank. The vast majority of any revenue benefit resulting from higher rates is likely to
fall to the bottom line. It takes just as many bankers to loan money at 4% versus 6%. So an
eventual return to more normalized rates should portend substantially higher earnings power
and rates of return on equity and tangible equity (we will return to a discussion on returns
shortly).
There is also operating leverage in the makeup of the individual business units. The operating
leverage of the Global Markets was highlighted on a recent earnings call. As many are aware,
the Markets business has been in a slump not just for Bank of America but for the industry in

general. The low levels of sales and trading activity makes it difficult to earn reasonable returns
on the unit’s allocated capital and adds to the challenges posed by low rates, low mortgage
volumes and the generally highly subdued banking environment. As described by Brian
Moynihan, the Markets business has a certain level of fixed costs and he detailed that the
business can generate quarterly earnings of around $300 million on $2.5 billion in quarterly
revenue. Beyond $2.5 billion in revenue the fixed costs have largely been overcome and the
incremental cost of revenue is ultimately driven down to about 20% which accounts for the
variable compensation costs. While this is obviously an overly simplified version of the
business, it paints a clear picture of operating leverage and the dramatically positive results that
can come with higher activity levels in the Markets business.
As described in part above, in almost every business line, Bank of America is a coiled spring
poised for much greater levels of profitability going forward. Legacy and core expenses have
declined dramatically in recent years and will continue to decline as Bank of America remains a
self-help story of continued expense reductions as they drive to normalize returns. Often
overshadowed by the dramatic overall expense declines from the reduction of crisis related
costs, expenses exclusive of litigation and LAS expenses have declined from $55.8 billion in
2012 to $52.4 billion in 2015, with more to come in 2016 and beyond.
The challenging banking environment has forced a rethink of their expense base so the bank
can return to better rates of return even if the difficult environment continues. In effect, the bank
is working on self-help measures not wanting to wait for a return to higher rates, higher markets
volumes, higher mortgage volumes and other factors that will ultimately help the bank post
higher earnings. While this difficult environment can be frustrating for investors, this time of
rationalizing the business will serve long term investors well. There will come a time when the
revenue environment for Bank of America improves and the more efficient businesses will be
able to post higher returns than if today’s challenging environment had not caused a significant
rationalization of the underlying expense base. Today’s belt tightening and tough earnings
environment plant the seed for eventual higher levels of profitability.
To paint the whole picture more succinctly, Bank of America is not firing on any of its cylinders
largely due to legacy and environment related factors. And while the same can be said for
much of the banking industry, the large legacy issues pervading Bank of America further cloud
the underlying earnings power of the franchise.

How Should Bank of America Be Valued?
Part of the challenge in valuing and in some ways understanding Bank of America stems from
its breadth of businesses. Is Bank of America a traditional bank? An investment bank? An
asset manager? Merrill Lynch Wealth Management? The short answer is all of the above and
therein lies part of the complication.
What is a fair multiple or earnings to pay? The multitude of businesses inside Bank of America
makes this already difficult question even more difficult than usual. To paint the extremes of its

business from a valuation perspective, we should be willing to pay a much higher multiple of
earnings for the recurring and reasonably steady earnings from asset management when
compared to the more volatile investment banking business. We must start somewhere
however and ascribing a 12x multiple to the entire franchise seems a reasonable start and a
discount to historic norms.
Using the 12x multiple of earnings brings a current intrinsic value of $24 assuming $2 per share
in current normalized earnings and a $33 share price in 2018 as normalized earnings move to
$2.75 per share.

Range of Projected 2018 Per Share Earnings Power

Returns
on
Tangible
Common
Equity

$2.75
12.0%
13.0%
14.0%
15.0%
16.0%

Assumed Growth in Tangible Book Value Per Share
5.0%
6.0%
7.0%
8.0%
9.0%
10.0%
$2.10
$2.19
$2.27
$2.36
$2.44
$2.54
$2.28
$2.37
$2.46
$2.55
$2.65
$2.75
$2.46
$2.55
$2.65
$2.75
$2.85
$2.96
$2.63
$2.73
$2.84
$2.94
$3.06
$3.17
$2.81
$2.91
$3.03
$3.14
$3.26
$3.38

Range of Projected 2018 Per Share Franchise Values

$32.98
Range
10.0x
of
11.0x
2018
12.0x
P/E
13.0x
Multiples
14.0x

$
$
$
$
$
$

Projected 2018 Per Share Earnings Power
2.00 $ 2.25 $ 2.50 $ 2.75 $ 3.00 $ 3.25
20.00 $ 22.50 $ 25.00 $ 27.50 $ 30.00 $ 32.50
22.00 $ 24.75 $ 27.50 $ 30.25 $ 33.00 $ 35.75
24.00 $ 27.00 $ 30.00 $ 33.00 $ 36.00 $ 39.00
26.00 $ 29.25 $ 32.50 $ 35.75 $ 39.00 $ 42.25
28.00 $ 31.50 $ 35.00 $ 38.50 $ 42.00 $ 45.50

Another interesting way to think about Bank of America is as a collection of individually great
franchises. The most obvious example is the private wealth and asset management business of
Merrill Lynch. There is a Consumer and Business Banking business in addition to the Global
Banking and Global Markets businesses. We have talked about a normalized 12x earnings
multiple for Bank of America. But when thinking about the individual businesses, several would
likely be valued higher on a standalone basis. The most obvious example would be the largely
recurring revenue streams from the private wealth and asset management businesses which
would likely carry a much higher value than the whole if it was a standalone business. The point
is not to create a traditional sum of the parts valuation as there is value in the breadth and
scope of what the full Bank of America can offer. It is rather to point that the entirety of the
business is not a volatile trading business. In fact, most of the business and revenue streams

would be better described as largely recurring and even mundane. This is not so apparent
today with the surrounding clouds of large litigation charges, low rates, increased regulation and
mortgage headwinds but these sources of higher value will eventually be seen. And they may
be seen when all the earnings headwinds we have discussed have turned to tailwinds.

Downside Scenarios
The most extreme downside scenario for any company but particularly for a leveraged institution
is losses than exceed accumulated equity levels causing a permanent loss of capital. While this
has occurred for large and small financial institutions (many small lenders, Lehman Brothers,
etc.), the conditions leading to those problems are much less prevalent today. Most importantly,
the substantially higher levels of both capital and liquidity provide a much wider margin of safety
for the business than has existed in the past.
In addition to the much higher levels of capital and liquidity, Bank of America and other large
financial institutions are much less reliant on short term funding. Given how problems can
quickly move from one institution to another in the financial services industry, the added capital
and liquidity and reduction in short term funding on a system wide basis serve to better protect
Bank of America along with the financial system more broadly.
Bank of America (and all other large banks and financial institutions) are much more heavily
regulated than in recent memory. While this has certainly slowed their path to higher returns, it
also serves as another check on overly aggressive behavior. Large banks are incredibly
complex and it is impossible for an outsider to know the nuances of each loan that is made but
the heightened scrutiny of bank balance sheets and the more conservative lending practices
bring greater confidence in the durability of these businesses, including Bank of America.
It is hard to know exactly when Bank of America will return to a more normalized level of
earnings relative to the size of its franchises. A much longer path to normalization may be hard
for investors to stomach. We however have as much patience as is needed assuming the value
of the franchise (as distinct from current reported earnings) continues to expand. So while the
long path may not be appropriate for some, the long path works just fine for us.
It is also important to note the share price of Bank of America remains well below book value
($23.12 per share Q1 2016) and even below tangible book value ($16.17 per share Q1 2016).
These more conservative measures of worth, which for the most part do not account for the
enduring value of the company’s various franchises, serve as a floor to value.

Questions and Risks:
The questions and risks with a large money center bank can be miles long. In that regard, I
would point you to their filings which detail and capture many of the risks inherent in their
business (importantly, you should not invest without fully studying their business and SEC filings

including Risk Factors, footnotes, etc.). Interestingly, you can also capture some of the risks in
the banks simply by reading the paper as they are often in the headlines for legal issues,
regulatory issues, trading losses, and on and on. My more substantive point is that a bank is a
highly leveraged business (even if less so today than in recent memory) and thus is much more
prone to risk than buying a stable cash generator like a Coca Cola or Proctor and Gamble.
Banks require a truly deep dive and a larger margin of safety before investing.
Beyond what is generally discussed above, I do want to point out risks not generally discussed
in regards to the large money center banks including Bank of America.
Cybersecurity Risk: It is hard to imagine what would happen if we collectively, and the
banking system in particular, could not access all the information that is stored electronically. A
truly disruptive cyber-attack that would stop banks, companies and individuals from getting their
money would create real panic and it is hard to imagine the knock on effects from such an
event. We “see” our assets electronically and not being able to “see” them would affect the
psyche of the world in untold and unknown ways. Most banks have systems and backups in
place but the risk remains. This risk would not be isolated to the banking industry but the long
term effects could be enormous.
Master Netting Agreements: A master netting agreement is an agreement between two
counterparties who have multiple derivative contracts with each other that provides for the net
settlements of all contracts, as well as cash collateral, through single payment, in a single
currency, in the event of default or termination of any one contract. Bank of America has
trillions of dollars of notional derivatives outstanding which get netted down through master
netting agreements and collateral agreements. The netting and collateral agreements help
manage the notional derivative exposure in a significant manner but such agreements have not
been materially tested in times of great market turmoil.

Conclusion:
Many investors have continued to avoid the large money center banks and their valuations
reflect such avoidance, with Bank of America even more so than the others. Do these low
valuations reflect the turbulences of yesterday, or tomorrow? I would argue rear view mirror
assessment on the headline inducing challenges facing Bank of America is too prevalent and
does not properly account for the earnings power of the franchise.
Bank of America currently generates a tremendous level of core earnings power largely masked
by legacy issues and a subpar operating environment set against a heavily discounted valuation
all with significant upside earnings potential as the banking environment normalizes. Bank of
America is great value today and even greater as we look forward.

Bank of America: World Class Franchise. Significantly Discounted valuation.

Disclaimer:

The opinions in this document are for informational and educational
purposes only and should not be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell the stocks
mentioned or to solicit transactions or clients. Past performance of the companies discussed
may not continue and the companies may not achieve the earnings growth as predicted. The
information in this document is believed to be accurate, but under no circumstances should a
person act upon the information contained within. We do not recommend that anyone act
upon any investment information without first consulting an investment adviser as to the
suitability of such investments for his specific situation. A comprehensive due diligence
effort is recommended.

Appendix A – Summary of March 2015 Dodd-Frank Act Stress Test (DFAST) Results

On March 5, 2015, the Federal Reserve released the results of its most recent annual stress
test for 31 of the largest US banks. The test aims to ensure the largest banks have enough
capital and liquidity to withstand severe recessions. A summary of the key assumptions for this
year’s test are below:






Maximum quarterly (annualized) rate of GDP decline of 6.1%
Peak unemployment rate of 10.1%
Maximum home price decline of 25.7%
Maximum equity market decline of 57.9%
Trough ten year US Treasury yield of 0.9%

Additionally, severe instantaneous global market shocks were included and focused on four key
areas: government and sovereign yield curves, emerging markets sovereigns and corporates,
Euro-area credit-themed crisis, and other asset classes.
The stress test measures changes in capital and leverage levels over the course of a nine
quarter period experiencing the ranges of stresses above. In the severely adverse scenarios
contemplated for the test, Bank of America maintains capital above required regulatory
minimums in all baseline and stress scenarios under both Basel I and Basel III rules.
The two metrics most focused upon in the testing are: Common Equity Tier I Capital Ratio
(often called CET1) and Tier I Leverage Ratio.
For the Common Equity Tier I Capital Ratio, the bank began the hypothetical test period using
its actual ratio at 9/30/14 of 12.0%. At the end of the hypothetical nine quarter stress on
12/31/16, Bank of America has a CET1 ratio of 8.1%, well above the required 5% minimum.
The CET1 ratio hits a minimum ratio of 7.8% during the nine quarter period.
For the Tier I Leverage, ratio, the bank began 9/30/14 at a ratio of 7.9%. The ratio moved down
to 6.1% at the end of the nine quarter period on 12/13/16 while hitting a minimum ratio of 5.9%
during the hypothetical test period. As can be seen, the ratio stayed well above the Federal
Reserve’s minimum ratio of 4% throughout the duration of the stress period.
It should be noted the ratios above are derived from internal Bank of America testing. The
Federal Reserve also conducts their own stress testing using the same assumptions and arrives
at different ratio levels. The Federal Reserve’s testing shows Bank of America’s CET1 ratio
hitting a minimum of 7.1% which is above the 7.8% as calculated by BAC but still well above
required minimum levels. Similarly, the Federal Reserve calculated a minimum leverage ratio of
5.1%, which is lower compared to BAC’s internal calculation of 5.9% but still well above required
levels. Each of the 31 banks tested by the Fed saw discrepancies between Federal Reserve
and internal calculations with internal calculations generally showing better results. Of the five

largest banks (BAC, JPM, C, GS, MS), Bank of America’s calculations were closest to those of
the Federal Reserve.
As described in the investment summary, problems with one or more banks can migrate and
affect others in times of stress. It is thus important for not only Bank of America to perform well
under stress scenarios, but also for the other large banks to successfully withstand a stressed
environment. The nation’s largest banks covered by the stress test performed very well. In
aggregate, the 31 banks showed a minimum CET1 ratio of 8.2% through the hypothetical stress
period which was well above the aggregate ratio of 5.5% measured in early 2009 (another
period of high stress) and well above the Fed’s 5% required minimum. In short, the banking
system broadly, and Bank of America specifically, are well positioned with much higher
levels of capital and liquidity to withstand future severe recessions and economic
shocks.
The Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review (CCAR) comprises the second step of the
stress tests and those results are released the week following the release of the quantitative
measures discussed above. CCAR has two main components: (1) an assessment of the
qualitative measures a bank has in place for risk management and (2) an approval or rejection
of a bank’s capital plan. While the Federal Reserve is requesting improvements in certain of
Bank of America’s capital planning processes, the Federal Reserve conditionally approved the
bank’s capital request which includes a continued $0.05 dividend per quarter along with a $4
billion share repurchase program. The dividend level remains the same from the prior year’s
process while the repurchase is an increase in capital return as Bank of America was not
previously permitted to buy back shares. An improvement plan to accommodate the Fed’s
concerns must be submitted and approved by September 30, 2015 in order to continue with its
conditionally approved capital plan.

Representative Questions and Responses to Bank of America Summary

Summary of Representative Question One (Paths to Value Destruction):
In thinking about downside scenarios for BAC, what event paths could occur to drive a 30ish%
destruction in net tangible assets (tangible common equity). There are obviously numerous paths to
capital destruction and each requires layering assumptions upon assumptions but my response is
below.
My Response to Representative Question One (Paths to Value Destruction):
In simple terms, credit and asset losses would need to exceed pretax, pre-provision income for a period
of time in an amount equal to 30% of net tangible assets.
While getting to what brings that about can also be a rather lengthy discussion, there may be a simpler
path to starting the conversation: The 2016 DFAST (Fed managed theoretical stress test) showed losses
in the range you are contemplating over a nine quarter period of time.
This year's stress scenario included GDP declines of 7.5%, negative interest rates, 10% unemployment,
equity market declines in excess of 50%, home price declines of 25% and severe instantaneous global
market shocks applied to trading books, counterparty exposures, etc. This led to nine quarter
cumulative theoretical losses ranging from roughly $30 to $50 billion which could destroy capital along
the lines you discussed.
There are countless assumptions going into these results and I have included a link to full results for all
participating banks below (these are probably best thought of as directionally probable but not precisely
accurate). This report is a fairly exhaustive study showing losses across asset classes, loan classes,
counterparty losses, etc. but page 82 of the PDF provides a BAC nine quarter loss summary (listed as
page 74 on the report pages). As you can see on that page they would show nine quarter losses around
$36 billion with some offsets from Other Comprehensive to bring total losses to around $30 billion
(these are the Fed's calculations; I will reference BAC's simultaneously run results below). The rough
math is about $45 billion in pretax, pre-provision income (pre credit provisions and pre credit losses)
over the nine quarters offset by $60 billion in new provisions (anticipated but not realized losses) and
$20 billion in actual credit losses with other smaller puts and takes including the Other Comprehensive
Income.
http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/bcreg/bcreg20160623a1.pdf

While it is impossible to know what would really happen in such a hypothetical scenario (banks would
argue they would derisk much more quickly than allowed in the stress test and thus suffer less losses),
the point is you can paint scenarios where capital is destroyed, particularly if offsetting and derisking
actions are not taken by the bank.
BAC (and other banks) run a simultaneous simulation to what the Fed runs (with the same assumptions)
and showed about $53 billion in nine quarter losses. BAC has goodwill impairment (which would
obviously not impact tangible equity) of $7 billion. This would bring net losses in their results less ex
goodwill impairment down to $46 billion (this would presumably equate to the $36 billion in losses by
the Fed). We obviously don't get all the details to arrive at these numbers but both of these scenarios
paint capital destruction around the 30% you mentioned (tangible common equity was $166 billion at
Q1 2016).
I would also point out in these scenarios (what the Fed calls "adversely severe"), BAC ends up with Tier I
common equity capital ratios of 8.1% which, even after this proverbial crisis, would be well above
historic levels and well above levels going into the last crisis. The scenario also assumes dividends and
buybacks continue at current pace through the entire stress scenario (which seems highly unlikely).
These would not be pleasant scenarios for the banks or shareholders but they would remain strong
enterprises with high levels of capital and liquidity and retain an ability to recover losses going forward.

Summary of Representative Question Two (Higher and Lower Rates):
Below is my response to a question asking about sensitivities to both higher and lower rates. The
downside to lower rates discussion starts about halfway through. He also asked why BAC’s stock has
been under such pressure which I attempted to address first (my response to that being speculative and
not actionable from an investing perspective). The vast majority of my response was about rates. Also,
this, as with the other responses, was in a somewhat casual back and forth so I apologize for the poor
sentence structure, grammar, etc. (One after the fact note on my response below which discusses the
impacts of FAS91 accounting on reported rate sensitivities: BAC moved away from FAS91 accounting
late in 2016 which brings their reporting in line with most other major banks).
My Response to Representative Question Two (Higher and Lower Rates):
I will start with your last question first, but with a big qualifier: I have thought BAC to be undervalued for
a while so I am clearly at odds with the market and thus my ability to surmise why the stock is moving
should be viewed with many grains of salt. That said, I think BAC has become, in the minds of shorter
term momentum investors, a rate story. I don't know that I can put a percentage on it (person asking
wanted percentage impact) but I think it is a significant driver. My shorter speculation of the "why" rates low, banks are bad (irrespective of valuation)...and BAC has such huge daily volume (big market
cap, big float, relative low share price) it seems to be an instrument of choice. But I think BAC at these

prices defies logic so again grains of salt as it pertains to any discussion of why Mr. Market acts as he
does…
Of course, I hope it has been inferred from the summary and questions that I believe BAC is significantly
undervalued without any rise in rates but the rate story seems to be dominating at the moment.
To your second question about rate sensitivities, you can start by considering the beta of the assets and
liabilities. Consider by way of example two pieces of the balance sheet: cash on deposit at the fed
(where large banks hold cash) and deposits. When the Fed raised 25bp in December, BAC's (and all
other banks) cash on deposit at the Fed immediately was paid 25 bp more. But, as a consumer, you
probably know checking and savings account rates did not move higher (some large deposit commercial
customer rates did move but the vast majority of deposits did not reprice). So there was a positive
spread movement in those two categories. Deposits are by far the largest funding source for BAC and,
given their strong deposit franchise, these costs will move up much more slowly than rates will move up
creating a huge chunk of the incremental net interest income.
Historically (different for every bank) the beta of deposit repricing relative to rising rates has been low,
particularly for good deposit franchises (one major reason why they are so valuable). You can actually,
in real time, see the value of a deposit franchise in a rising rate environment. If a bank is not moving
rates up that much and continuing to grow deposits while fed funds, market rates, etc. are moving
upward, it is a sign of a great deposit franchise. If a bank/lender/deposit holder is passing along rates
more quickly it generally is a sign of a weak franchise. (This stands in contrast to many narratives you
hear which often say that xyz (often online) bank CAN pay higher rates because they don’t have
infrastructure costs, branches, etc. The reality is they pay more because they HAVE to in order to attract
deposits. They won deposits at the high bid so they can only keep and attract at the high bid. So higher
relative deposit rates are a sign of relative franchise weakness, not strength.)
Now, as mentioned, every bank will have a different deposit beta. Better franchises will have lower
betas (good) and weaker franchises will have higher betas (not good). But today, most thoughtful bank
executives will also tell you that while deposit betas will remain low for better franchises they will be
higher than in the past. There are numerous reasons but the largest factor is the high value that
consumer deposits carry for new liquidity regulations. So it is likely (or should at least be assumed) that
deposit betas will be higher this cycle than in past cycles (but still low enough for the better franchises
to carry significant upside to rising rates). Many also believe however that betas will be lower in the first
few rate rises given how low a point we are starting from and given all the earnings pressure banks have
faced in recent years. They would then expect betas to move beyond normal levels once we get past
the next few rate hikes because of the high value that stable consumer deposits carry for regulatory
purposes. The larger, more important point is that you want to invest (if thinking about the long term of
a business) in the best deposit franchises as they will remain the best positioned relative to the cost and
stability of funding regardless of what happens with betas through cycles.

Shorter version – better low cost deposits are a permanent advantage and drive higher earnings – and
the best place to determine the relative strength is how much a bank is paying for deposits
I am talking mostly about deposit betas because that is where most of the incremental net interest
income will be “derived from” in a rising rate environment. But to maintain this asset sensitivity a bank
cannot extend the duration of the asset side of the balance sheet either or else those rates/earnings
won’t move. Cash on deposit at the fed moves one to one with short rate moves but a 30 year
mortgage already made does not move at all in that scenario. Higher asset sensitivity (ie. higher
earnings at higher rates) generally implies lower levels of duration risk (you cannot change the earnings
of a fixed rate loan). So variable rates loans carry high asset sensitivity, cash on deposit at Fed carries
high asset sensitivity, etc. And most of the liability side will not reprice as much or as quickly as the
asset side.
I would also point out that while asset sensitivity is very important for future earnings power it may be
even more important an indicator of how much duration risk a bank is taking as you can destroy a lot of
capital/value carrying long dated fixed rate assets in a rising rate environment. A bank doing so would
post higher earnings on the margin today while exposing the bank to great interest rate risk
(management incentives can serve to facilitate this picking up pennies in front of bulldozers for those
overly focused on quarterly or even annual results). Better managed banks will tell you they could make
more money instantly shifting assets to longer duration but they have (correctly in my opinion) held
back current earnings to not take undue rate risk. I don’t believe you can invest in a bank with a longer
term perspective without understanding the duration risk they are taking.
Shorter version – BAC’s liabilities reprice slower and to a lesser amount than their assets per unit of rate
rise
Now, to the downside of lower rates: BAC has a more complex story than say a JPM in a declining rate
scenario as they carry more downside reporting risk given what they call market related net interest
income (NII) adjustments (driven by their use of FAS91 accounting which I will touch on in a
moment). This is largely due to bond premium amortization which from an accounting perspective
drives higher as rates go lower (expected life shortens so premium amortization expands which drives
down NII). This is a non cash charge and BAC details NII excluding this volatile non-cash component in
their releases (and manages the business to drive core NII). The large swings in the market related
adjustments quarter to quarter come as BAC uses FAS91 accounting which causes them to “catch up” on
the higher bond premium amortization all at once in the currently reported quarter (most banks incur
the higher amortization over the remaining life of the bond rather than taking it all in one
quarter). These adjustments mostly from come RMBS portfolios. BAC includes the market related
adjustments (FAS91 accounting) in their interest rate sensitivity disclosure (page 99 of recent Q) which
as you can see shows higher earnings (the $6 billion) with a 100 bp parallel shift up but also shows
downward NII in a downward rate shift. The market related sensitivity (FAS91) drives more volatile
quarterly NII results (and more volatile rate sensitivity simulations) so we also need to consider its

impact as well when thinking about the downside of lower rates (it will have an impact this quarter for
sure).
To start however, rates have grinded much lower in the last few years (at the long end) and core NII (ex
FAS91) has actually started to grow in recent quarters as they continue to lap the rolling over of higher
earnings assets and importantly have posted strong deposit and loan growth (NII can grow even while
NIM contracts with deposit growth which BAC has had a lot of since the crisis). So history would say
core NII can drive higher in the face of lower rates (and history is at least as good an indicator as rate
simulations). We will talk next about their simulations but these are done in somewhat of a vacuum so
the guide of history should be kept front and center.
The $6 billion from a 100 bp parallel shift and the downward shift should be dug into a little deeper to
better understand why I think that lower rates may just grind core NII lower but at a rate that can be
overcome by expense saves, loan growth, etc. implying they can continue to improve overall results in a
flat rate environment. Of the $6 billion in higher NII, 40% comes from movements at the short end. The
remaining 60% of the $6 billion is derived from long rate increases, half of which comes from positive
market related adjustments (bond premium amortizations going lower based on expected life increasing
with an immediate catch up per FAS91 accounting as above) while the other half comes from
reinvestment at higher rates (which will accelerate in years beyond the one year simulation). So 30% (or
$1.8 billion) is FAS91 related and thus should not be included in core NII. When BAC says they are more
exposed to upward movements at the short end, they are talking about core NII and thus excluding the
positive FAS91 NII improvements.
On the downside, a good chunk of the $2.3 billion lower NII from lower long rates disclosed in the Q
comes from downward market related adjustments (FAS91 causing lower NII) but the exact amount
relative to the total is not disclosed as it is in the upside scenarios. What they have said on calls is they
have taken most of the lower rate pain but rates continuing to go lower will require deposit growth, etc.
to maintain NII levels. They have also stated that expense cut plans would grow and accelerate if rates
move lower as they are very committed to hitting their shorter term 1% ROA target. So reported NII
(including FAS91 charges) will drive lower than otherwise given FAS91 accounting but a focus on core NII
(ex FAS91) will show much less of an impact. I would note that headline results (and probably the story)
will look worse than core results in the coming quarter because of FAS91…
By comparison, JPM discloses higher NII with a rate rise (lesser reported amounts than BAC but not as
different as it may appear once you exclude the extra bump BAC gets from FAS91 adjustments) but JPM
also discloses essentially no downward impact from any move lower in rates (again they do not have the
big FAS91 swings like BAC). On a core basis, they are probably not terribly different (they are two of the
most aggressive in maintaining strong asset sensitivity…or put another way they are both at the lead of
foregoing current earnings to not take undue rate risk).
This is not to say lower rates are good (they are incredibly painful for BAC and all banks). But they do
not impact the bank in a vacuum and management has been able to start growing core NII in the face of

persistently lower long rates over the last few years. Balance sheet mix changes. Deposits
grow. Mortgage refinance fees pick up with low rates. Operating expenses will continue to come
down. I bring this up so that this discussion does not take on the appearance of predictable
math. These are simulations and management teams adjust. What is easier to invest against is their
high levels of capital and liquidity, an awareness that future earnings are hard to predict but will
eventually be materially higher than today, and most importantly a valuation that does not make sense
given the strength of the franchises ($1.2 billion in high quality deposits, great consumer banking
franchise with incredible stickiness, Merrill Lynch, etc.) and current growing levels of book and tangible
book value.
But lower rates do hurt as they will delay returns to normalization and upside scenarios. And it has been
painful to be an investor in large banks. But even before the last few days their stock price relative to
my estimates of value do not make sense, regardless of rates. The valuation is way too pessimistic. I
think they can hit 1% ROA with no rate improvement (will happen faster with rate improvement). And if
they trade below book and tangible book long enough investors will force change.
All of the above may tell some investors that the “story” of BAC will take a long time to clean up…and
they are probably right…but the business of BAC is well positioned for the long term and available at a
historically attractive valuation.

Summary of Representative Question Three (Rate Impacts and Credit):
This was another question about rates (the most often asked about topic after I posted the investment
summary) and also credit quality not just in relation to BAC but across the banking industry, along with a
reference to Citi, which as you can see below we do not own as I find it too hard to understand.
My Response to Representative Question Three (More Rate Impacts and Credit):
BAC is most impacted by movements on the short end of the curve. It is important to note they are a bit
unique from the others in how they report NII. The short version is their reported NII (and NIM) have
larger market related adjustments that cause wider swings in reported results. Their core results do not
swing as much but it does bring incremental quarter to quarter volatility in reported NII relative to
peers. (They disclose core in the presentations.) I would also point given how rates have continued to
come down this quarter that the market related adjustments are likely to have a negative impact again
when they report Q2 and hurt reported EPS.
Taking one step back, the underlying foundation of the investment is, in simple terms,: substantially
higher levels of capital and liquidity, earnings power well above current levels (cannot tell you when),
great deposit franchise and a company with scale, reach and breadth and most importantly, a very
attractive valuation where intrinsic should grow while we wait. I hesitate to project earnings with too
much certainly but I do think they can hit 12% returns on tangible equity without much help from rates

given substantial already in place and even newly announced expense savings plans. Higher rates will
get them there faster and then will drive a faster path to say 14% returns but I believe there is enough
“self help” to get to 12% returns on tangible (roughly 1% ROA) absent the environment
getting substantially worse. It is hard to know when but again higher rates get you there faster.
I would also point your 1% ST rate scenario (if by ST you mean fed funds) would be a pretty big
incremental positive from where we are today and again BAC is most exposed to this shorter end of the
curve. So your higher short rates with flat long rates should get them to 12% ROTCE faster than
otherwise. Over the much longer term, a steeper curve helps them but they are today positioned much
more directionally against movements on the short end.
Typically bank loan spreads do not differ as much as say bond spreads so there is less spread yield
pickup in times of stress. Jamie Dimon often talks about this in how during the crisis bond yields and
spreads gapped significantly where bank loan spreads did not change that much (he was espousing the
value and steadfastness of banks for their clients so it was part informational, part
promotional/supportive of banking). The point being I don't think you should count on significantly
higher loan spreads although it would be nice if it happens. Middle market loans as per an earlier post
are generally carrying thin spreads today so there could be some relief in that market but also, as
mentioned in an earlier response, that is a very competitive space where a whole range of banks and
lenders can play.
I like JPM's rate positioning the best given they carry less downside to lower rates relative to BAC
(especially given the market related adjustments which impact BAC reported results) but also carry quite
a bit of upside to higher rates (I also like JPM's business and management but it is hard to not like BAC's
valuation which as I mentioned earlier defies logic). I also trust JPM's risk management on the margin
more so than the others but again the levels of capital and liquidity across the system are in many ways
their own risk management system (along with the regulators seemingly disallowing the marginal loans
of the past at least for those large banks that are heavily regulated...I think the capital and liquidity
levels are appropriate to base an investment against but less certain to carry confidence the regulators
are disallowing bad loans...even though they are likely playing a constructive role in that regard...on the
other hand regulators have really hurt return levels with these same capital and liquidity
requirements...).
If the Fed lowers rates from here it would be a clear negative for earnings and returns all else equal (this
pressure would be further magnified if the Fed went negative) - because again, as in my earlier post, the
more immediate impacts on core NII are at the shorter end of the curve - I think most of the recent day
concern has been about long rates moving lower which is why I talked at length about FAS91, etc. but it
would actually be short rates moving that hurts the core franchise more, at least in the shorter term
(because as you point out negative rates for retail consumer bankers seems unlikely although
presumably they would try to mitigate at least some of the shortfall with fees, etc. but end of day it
would not be good for BAC for the Fed to go lower or negative from here).

Banks have often through time been liability sensitive because adding duration increases earnings and
they have been able to do so without carrying as much rate risk as you would being liability sensitive
today. Today, given where rates are, being liability sensitive seems (at least to me) like a highly risk
position. If you can imagine rates moving up closer to normal and a bank being stuck with 10 to 30 year
fixed rate assets paired with rising deposit costs at a time when the net interest income spread has
already been severely compressed. It would be all kinds of trouble. That is one reason why I think
duration risk is so important to monitor (it would be hard to invest in a bank today that is not asset
sensitive unless you intentionally are wanting to prepare for lower rates for a very long time...and the
upside to those incremental earnings do not seem near worth the risk given how minimal the
incremental earnings are even without the risk of rates moving against you in the medium term). I often
wonder who is holding all the duration that has been created beyond the pensions, insurers, etc. It is
possible duration is showing up across the banking system in places or banks that do not openly talk
about and discuss their rate sensitivities. It is more than worth monitoring for any banks you are
considering.
JPM discloses second year sensitivities to a 100 bp parallel move and in that disclosure you can see how
the second year and beyond effects of a rate rise become more pronounced. This makes sense as more
assets roll off and become reinvested at higher rates. So JPM (and others with similar asset sensitivity)
would be able to show higher NII as you advance in years all else equal. I bring this up just to further the
rate sensitivity discussion as similar impacts would happen to BAC and others who are asset
sensitive. JPM's year one NII increase is $3.1 bn and year two is $5.1 bn (all else equal and constant
which is obviously unrealistic but the simulations just help you think about year to year earnings and
balance sheet moves). Interestingly, JPM discloses that lower rates will not have a negative impact on
their NII.
As to credit, credit stats are at all time lows across the large banks so there is almost no way for credit
costs to not go higher from here (they are essentially bouncing near zero). The interesting question
becomes by how much.
JPM does the best job I think about sharing how they think “through the cycle” credit will look across
their businesses. They also tend to speak at length about what can and likely will go wrong in the
coming years (one thing I really like about their presentations, talks, etc.). In fact, their statements often
get misreported. One recent example, at an investor conference Dimon said essentially credit is at all
time lows and you have to expect it will get worse from here, not bad he said, just that we cannot stay
forever at historic lows. It was reported as "Dimon says the consumer is getting worse" which was not
only untrue but he actually in the same few minutes said the consumer actually keeps improving (spend,
income, etc.).
Anyways, in their two year earnings simulation at Investor Day (where they show $30 bn in net income
vs $24 in 2015), part of the drag on higher earnings is higher credit costs. So I believe it is reasonable to
expect that credit will get incrementally worse but I think that likely headwind will be offset by other
positive factors. (The "Firm Overview" presentation from Investor Day on the IR site shows this earnings

walk, along with longer NII impacts (through 2018) at different rate structures, etc. and is a good picture
of the puts and takes at JPM. Marrianne Lake, their CFO, walks through that presentation and talks
fast. I like to listen to bank calls (while I read for most other industries), so I often will need to listen a
few times to her presentations to not miss anything. But her presentation from this and prior Investor
Days are instructive if interested in the company. Their Q&A is also quite good. And one more
thoughtful executive talk: Jamie Dimon at Bernstein Annual Strategic Decisions...good for a car or train
ride.)
Back to credit: Several of the large banks (including JPM) have continued to revise down their “through
the cycle” loss estimates from prior cycles. This is not them saying the world is different but rather loans
made post crisis which now dominate their books are much stronger on average than they have been in
the past (LTVs, structures, collateral, etc.). Some would say they have been forced to only lend to the
best credits, while others may say they are making the choice themselves but either way average credit
costs should be lower than prior cycles (but importantly still up from today's levels). I think the thing to
look for is in following cycles because they are likely to perform relatively well in the next down credit
cycle which will lead to overconfidence paired with receding crisis memories and so credit may get
looser down the road. Not today's issue but something to always monitor. These comments are
intended for the banks I follow closely but not all banks. Someone is holding duration and someone is
lending substantially below prime so those are areas to watch (car loans and credit card stats are fairly
widely available for many banks).
When thinking about credit at say JPM and BAC (not picking on those but I like them the best), I think it
is best to think of them as US consumer, US small and mid sized business and then their corporate book
which is generally large multinational. So the US consumer matters greatly for them and should be
monitored closely as should large multinationals. That is a gross oversimplification of their loan books
but it is directionally accurate. I believe the US consumer is in decent shape (at least those prime and
super prime targeted by these banks) as are large multinationals on average (again "prime"
multinationals). So I expect credit to get worse but not fall off a cliff worse. If these higher level prime
credits fall off a cliff, even the better positioned banks will be hurt.
I have thought about and studied C a lot but I cannot get it out of the too hard pile. If you think about
BAC and JPM, they are domestic (U.S.) consumer banks and global commercial and investment
banks. So they serve US consumers and businesses and large multinationals, broadly speaking. Those
are two areas I understand and also believe can get a sense for what is happening in their respective
worlds (one advantage to currently living in the middle of the country away from the noise). C has a
global commercial business but their consumer business is also global. And I just have never been able
to get comfortable that I can understand the consumer in developing countries. So I consider C too hard
for me.

URI Capital Partners Overview
Brian E. Pitkin opened URI Capital Partners in August of 2012 and has garnered annualized returns of
16.04%, after all fees, through the end of December 2016 (92.46% cumulatively, after all fees).
Undertaking deep, fundamental analysis leading to a high conviction portfolio provides a strong
foundation for continued strong returns.
URI Capital Partners is a long only investment fund focused on a highly concentrated portfolio of publicly
traded companies. While our concentrated, long only strategy may present more volatility in the short
term, longer term results can be markedly better than if hedged through over diversification and
shorting. We are not willing to sacrifice those higher potential longer term returns for a more
comfortable journey. Investing in good companies at good valuations, avoiding leverage and exotic
trading instruments and requiring margins of safety serves to solidify our foundation and protect
investor dollars.
Seeking Understanding Through the Noise:
Our Defining Characteristics


Perspective that moves past the noise of the day



Patience to think and invest with a long horizon



Temperament to withstand emotions and volatility



Passion for deep intensive research



Conviction to our best ideas

Brian E. Pitkin: Managing Member, URI Capital Management
Brian E. Pitkin founded URI Capital Management to follow his long time passion for deep business
analysis and long term value investing. Brian began his career in Investment Banking at Merrill Lynch in
Chicago, and then joined The Edgewater Funds, a Chicago private equity firm. Brian ultimately returned
to family-owned Ulrich Chemical, a Midwest chemical distributor where he helped accelerate both top
and bottom line growth, including a near tripling of the company’s bottom line. He then negotiated and
executed the sale of Ulrich to Brenntag, a global chemical distributor, before leaving to start his own
ventures, now dominated by managing the fund URI Capital Partners. His background in both investing
and managing businesses has contributed to his understanding of what makes for a successful business
and thus a successful long term investment, while faith and family provide a strong foundation for the
entirety of his life.

